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March 15th, 2011
Dear friends, customers and venders,

This is a letter to inform you all about the situation of Mu so, and families, relatives by the worst
earthquake disaster in Northern Japan occurred on March 11th. 2011.

We are receiving and hearing many sympathy and anxiousness about the status of Japan and
Muso, and we are very encouraged by all your thoughtful massage and kind comments on this
time of difficulties.

As of today, we have not heard any tragedy related to the loss of families or relatives directly
related to Muso Group employees. It has been also reported to Muso by all venders and
manufactures in Northern Japan that many of them do not have neither major damage in a
facility nor any loss of employees or directed families, which are really fortunate to hear.

Although there are a lot of difficulties in our lifelines and logistics at North affected by the
earthquake, entire nations are trying to support the damaged area, and we don't know how long
the recovery will take to back normal.

We will update you individually any business difficulties may cause you the delay of delivery
your order and we will try our best to back the regular cycle of business. If you have any
specific concerns about your order status, please contact your sales representative without any
hesitation.

As you can imagine ... we all are in a deepest emotional sympathy to all victims and families
who were lost by the disaster and all your prayers will be delivered to them.
We also sincerely thank you and your global government support to Japan for helping the
rescue team, supplying many supplemental lifeline items etc.
We all are very much appreciated for all your country's kind offer to Japan.
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